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Slug & Lettuce
BALEARIC PALM - CJLF020 Charlotte Jade is an exciting and innovative luxury interiors brand that takes a fresh and 

edgy look at nature. Founded by artist Charlotte O’Reilly in 2015, Charlotte Jade offers an 
eye-catching range of hand drawn designs that celebrate the fascinating plants and animals 
living on our planet. 

The ethos behind the company is simple: to reconnect us with the natural world. Based 
on the concept of Biophilic Design, the Charlotte Jade collections focus on the benefits 
of bringing elements of nature back into our lives, to reduce stress, aid mental wellbeing 
and improve productivity. By celebrating the shapes, form, patterns, textures and colours 
prevalent in our natural environment, Charlotte Jade brings the outside world in and restores 
our affinity with nature.

Every Charlotte Jade pattern is hand drawn and crafted by Charlotte herself. The design 
process starts with a pencil drawing, which captures the intricate details and beauty of the 
subject. From the distinctive black and white ringed tail of a Lemur to the dramatically bold 
leaves and botanical designs, every detail is captured to tell a unique story. These drawings 
are then brought to life with modern, digital colouring and printing techniques, which add 
vibrancy and bring a distinct style to the Charlotte Jade collection.

The Charlotte Jade design collections are available on luxury products such as wallpaper, 
wall murals, textiles, upholstery fabrics, furniture, cushions, ceramic tiles and more. We are 
passionate about British manufacturing, so all our interior products are proudly printed and 
made right here in the UK.

With a reputation for quality, reliability and exceptional design, Charlotte Jade’s designs 
have been used internationally within both commercial and residential properties around the 
world. Working with interior clients such as Costa, Kelly Hoppen, Richmond International, 
Muza Lab, Scott Brownrigg and Rockwell Group on hotel and commercial developments such 
as LUX*, Belmond, Hyatt and Assembly Hotel. Charlotte Jade also works with a number of 
restaurant and bar chains across the UK, with a variety of luxury fabrics and wallpapers being 
used within interior schemes for Slug & Lettuce, Mitchells & Butlers ‘Premium Luxury Pubs’ 
collection and Daisy Green Food Company.

Charlotte Jade offer a bespoke design service, working personally alongside clients to 
create special one-off, hand drawn patterns that are unique and exclusive. These bespoke 
patterns can then be printed onto any of products within the Charlotte Jade range and used 
exclusively within your projects. Charlotte Jade’s recent bespoke clients include, Harrods, 
Fenwick,  Royal Horticultural Society, London Zoo and Clip ’N Climb Ipswich.

The Charlotte Jade collection is a beautiful celebration of our world’s animals, plants and 
flowers, bringing a touch of nature into any interior space. The combination of hand-crafted 
drawings, unique patterns and vibrant colours, create the distinctive Charlotte Jade style, 
which will bring any commercial or residential space to life...

Let’s bring the outside in!

 

“We believe in bringing the 
beauty of the outside world 
in by creating hand drawn, 
interior patterns inspired 

by nature, blurring the lines 
between interior spaces and 

the outside world.”

Our Story
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What We Do
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Charlotte Jade believe in bringing the beauty of the outside in by creating hand drawn, 
interior patterns inspired by nature, blurring the lines between interior spaces and the 
outside world. These hand drawn design are then transformed in wallpapers, textiles, soft 
furnishings, ceramic tiles and other interiors, homewares and accessories. Charlotte’s 
creative flair and impeccable attention to detail underpin all her work as she produces 
exceptionally beautiful print collections which are the trademark of Charlotte Jade. 

Trend setters in the world of luxury design, Charlotte Jade’s print designs, which are 
created and printed here in the UK, are used for a range of creative projects.
Charlotte Jade also takes commissions to create bespoke designs for wallpapers, textiles, 
ceramic tiles and other products. These individual projects are wonderfully creative, 
where Charlotte Jade creates truly one-off luxury designs for each client, delivering exactly 
what they have in mind. These bespoke patterns can then be printed onto any of products 
within the Charlotte Jade range and used exclusively within your projects. Charlotte Jade’s 
recent bespoke clients include Costa, Harrods, Royal Horticultural Society, London Zoo 
and Clip ’N Climb Ipswich. Clients range from key brands, high profile interior designers, 
hotel chains to private clients and Charlotte Jade’s unique patterns can be tailored to 
compliment individual luxury design projects. 

Interested in working with Charlotte and the team? Please do get in touch!
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Bespoke Services
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Charlotte Jade offer a bespoke design service, working personally 
alongside their clients to create special one-off, hand drawn patterns 
that are unique and exclusive. The design process starts with a pencil 
drawing, which captures the intricate details and beauty of the subject. 
These drawings are then brought to life with modern, digital colouring 
and printing techniques which add vibrancy to each design. 

Charlotte loves transforming a client’s brief from a concept into a 
full-blown original pattern. It’s a wonderfully creative experience for all 
those involved. With the client’s approval gained at every step, Charlotte 
Jade make sure that their work not only hits the brief, but totally 
exceeds it. A bespoke Charlotte Jade design will bring your ideas and 
projects to life!

Recent projects include print designs and illustrations for Costa, 
Harrods, Fenwick, Clip ‘N Climb Ipswich, Kelly Hoppen, Royal 
Horticultural Society and Wild At Heart Foundation.
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Costa Coffee
Charlotte Jade unveils its new bespoke, hand-drawn pattern for Costa Coffee, inspired by the growth of the coffee plant and the destinations in which Costa’s coffee 
beans are grown. The bespoke pattern features native Columbian and Vietnamese plants, bringing nature inside the coffee shop. The design will be printed as luxury 
wallpaper, upholstery fabrics and wall art for their new coffee shops throughout the UK. The first store, Edwalton Drive-Thru, launched on January 7th 2021, with the 
next store planned for a London store in Summer 2021.
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The bright and colourful pattern for Costa aims to create a calm and relaxing environment by featuring natural elements and colours that represent the brand and 
celebrate the locations where its coffee is grown. The pattern features hand-drawn, Columbian Arabic beans, Vietnamese Robusta beans and a selection of plants
including Palms, Banana leaf, Philodendron Xandu Monstera leaves and Lanonia Centralis. Further, the design incorporates Costa’s iconic brand red through the 
colouring of Trio Stromanthe leaves. Charlotte has created two colour versions of the design, in order to suit Costa’s various store locations across the UK.
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Costa Coffee
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Testimonial

“We began working with Charlotte Jade to 
help us realise a key part of our new concept 
design. Her previous work caught our eye 
and the use of beautiful illustrations to tell 
the story of coffee growing and plants gave us 
a unique aesthetic to really give our brighter 
and fresher feel a texture and richness.” 

- Sam Freshwater, Costa Store Design 
Manager



Harrods
Charlotte Jade are extremely excited to have collaborated with Harrods on an exclusive and luxury range of velvet cushions. The 
placement designs are inspired by our most popular animal patterns; Zebras, Colony, Magnificent Herd and Toco Loco all printed on 
luxury velvet and embellished with beautiful Rayon tassels. This exciting collection is inspired by the beauty and majesty of exotic 
animals, bringing the best of the natural world into our interiors with an array of hand drawn, finely detailed illustrations. From 
magnificent elephants, charming zebras, gorgeous honey bees and exotic toucans, this is a collection of eye-catching and unique 
designs, which celebrate the beauty and diversity of our amazing planet. The collection is exclusively available from Harrods.

  



Fenwick
Charlotte Jade are extremely excited to have collaborated with British retail store Fenwick on an exclusive and 
bold cushion range. The range features four of our most popular hand drawn designs; Balearic Palm, Tiger Tiger, 
Cheeky Lemurs and Tropical Flora. This unique cushion collection, pairs a digitally printed luxury velvet front 
cover with black cotton piping and back cover, creating a stylish and striking cushion collection which will bring 
a splash of nature into any interior space. The collection is available from Fenwick retail stores across the UK.
  



Kelly Hoppen
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Collaborating with Kelly Hoppen is one of Charlotte’s favourite projects to date. Charlotte created a 
bespoke, hand drawn pattern exclusively for the luxury LUX* Grand Gaube Hotel in Mauritius. Working 
with Kelly and Design Director Lucy Humphries, Charlotte created an original tropical ‘Wild Parakeet’ 
design, printed onto luxury ceramic tiles to create a fresh and uplifting backdrop to the bar. With the 
hotel set amongst tropical gardens, the design was inspired by the native Mauritian Echo Parakeet and 
captures the vibrancy and movement of these breathtaking birds. The lush leaves combined with the 
geometric design of the trellis bring contrast and balance to the design. Our Hybrid Flora wallpaper can 
also be seen in the hotel’s beautiful modern bridal suite.
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“Charlotte worked with us to create a one-off 
Echo Parakeet mural to feature on the tiles 
behind the bar at Palm Court. Charlotte’s 
bold designs really helped bring this vision to 
life. She is a very talented artist and we’d be 
delighted to work with her again.” 

– Team at Kelly Hoppen Interiors

Testimonial



Slug & Lettuce Slug & Lettuce
Working with the team at Fusion By Design, 
Charlotte Jade’s Botanical Palm fabric is currently 
being used within a number of Slug & Lettuce 
refurbishments throughout the UK. Our luxury 
upholstery velvet has been used in sites such as 
Oxford, Lincoln and Nottingham, with many more 
planned for the future. The beautiful and vibrant 
interior design of Slug & Lettuce bars throughout 
the UK, is the perfect match for Charlotte’s 
colourful and textured pattern designs.
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Mitchells & Butlers
Charlotte Jade are delighted to have been chosen as a supplier to Mitchells & Butlers Premium 
Country Pubs recent restaurant and bar refurbishments. Projects include ‘Harts Boatyard’, 
‘The Lyttelton Arms’ and ‘The Deer Park’, where Charlotte Jade worked in collaboration with fantastic 
interior designers JMDA. Charlotte Jade’s gorgeous wallpapers have been used as charming feature 
walls within the dining areas and bathrooms, as well as luxury fabrics for striking furniture upholstery, 
bringing a touch of the wild outdoors into these beautifully renovated dining and bar areas.
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Daisy Green Food Company
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Working with the team at Daisy Green Food Company and Run For The Hills Charlotte Jade’s luxury 
upholstery Botanical Palm velvet was used within London sites ‘Barbie Green’ and ‘Bondi Green’. 
Using a selection of Charlotte’s luxury fabrics to create some truly unique commercial spaces.



Slug & Lettuce Nuttbutter
Charlotte Jade were delighted to work with 
L’estrange Interiors on the gorgeous bathrooms for 
the restaurant Nutbutter in Dublin, Ireland. 

The restaurant features raw and sustainable 
materials, such as cane, rattan and reclaimed 
timber, creating a really natural vibe. The scheme 
was designed to bring a warm, natural aesthetic to 
their restaurant, aiming to transport their 
customers to another world, from East Coast 
Ireland to sunny California 

Our hand-drawn toucan wallpaper Wild Garden was 
used in the bathrooms to add to the natural 
aesthetic of Nutbutter. Wild Garden was also 
designed to take our clients to another world too. 
Inspired by the combination of a wild, tropical 
jungle with the conventional British back garden. 
The rigid geometric pattern of a typical English 
garden trellis contrasts dramatically with lush green 
jungle foliage, combining two landscapes that are 
worlds apart. So our Wild Garden wallpaper was the 
perfect addition to the Nutbutter scheme. 
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Clip ‘N Climb
Working with Clip ‘N Climb Ipswich was such an incredibly fun and exciting project, where Charlotte created a hand drawn 
wall mural inspired by gorillas and chimps climbing in the beautiful, botanical jungle. The huge design spanned six walls in 
the Clip ‘N Climb party area, as well the arcade and briefing room and the design was printed on luxury, vinyl wallpaper,
perfect for high traffic areas within commercial spaces. Charlotte also created the company mascot ‘Winston’ which has 
become an integral part of every design aspect within the Clip ‘N Climb centre.
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“I would just like to take this opportunity 
to thank Charlotte for the incredible job 
she made of our party rooms, arcade area 
and briefing room at Clip ‘n Climb Ipswich. 
The transformation has been truly amazing 
and nearly every person that visits us now 
passes comments on one or more of the 
bespoke designs. I couldn’t recommend 
her bespoke artwork, designs and overall 
service any higher!” 

- Mark Patterson, Clip ‘N Climb Director

Testimonial



The Makers
Working with Amos & Amos on the design of ‘The Makers Shoreditch’ Charlotte Jade’s Botanical Palm luxury wallpaper was used 
on the ceiling of the beautiful showroom apartment for the London site.
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Assembly Hotel
Interior designer Scott Brownrigg chose two of Charlotte Jade’s luxury wallpapers to decorate 
London’s hottest new urban hotel, the Assembly Hotel. Our Hybrid Flora design can be seen in the 
chic rooftop bar with its beautiful views across London, while our Tropical Flora wallpaper adorns 
the stylish bathrooms.
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Charlotte Jade created a bespoke, hand drawn pattern design for the inspiring Royal 
Horticultural Society, that has been printed onto a whole range of luxury interior products 
and is now sold within their retail and online stores. The design was completely inspired 
by the gorgeous gardens at Wisley. Charlotte had the opportunity to explore these beautiful 
gardens, gathering inspiration from the plants, flowers and foliage found there and creating 
this into an exclusive, bespoke pattern for the Royal Horticultural Society.

Royal Horticultural Society
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Wild At Heart Foundation
Charlotte Jade collaborated with the inspirational charity ‘Wild At Heart Foundation’ founded by 

Nikki Tibbles, on a bespoke, hand drawn design all inspired by beautiful dogs. Wild at Heart 
Foundation funds and supports dog rescue and adoption projects across the world, aiming to put an 

end to suffering that too many dogs face on a daily basis. The charity have made some incredible 
achievements and dog success stories and collaborating with the charity was wonderful and incredibly 

inspiring for Charlotte.  This adorable dog pattern is available as luxury wallpaper and cushions on 
the Charlotte Jade and Wild At Heart websites and 15% of every single purchase will be donated to the 

charity to help save more and more dogs around the world.
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Stella Pozzi Interiors
Working with interior designer Stella Pozzi, Charlotte Jade created a bespoke, hand drawn wall mural for a beautiful residential powder room. The 
unique design featured a range of hand drawn hummingbirds, tropical flowers and leaves, working directly with the clients ideas and colour scheme.
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Product Information
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Charlotte Jade offer a whole range of luxury products suitable for retail 
and online stores.

- Wallpaper
- Wall Murals
- Fabric by the metre: Velvet, Linen, Twill, Silk, Cotton
- Cushions
- Wall Art
- Ceramic Tiles
- Other Homewares & Interiors

Minimum order quantities do apply across all products

Production lead time is around 2-6 weeks depending on the product, quantity required and the 
delivery destination. Charlotte Jade ship internationally and work on a variety of projects across 
the world.

Colours or composition of Charlotte Jade’s existing patterns can be changed in order to suit your 
specifications.

Charlotte Jade’s exisiting designs or bespoke designs can be printed onto any product. 
If you are unable to see a product you are interested in, alternative products can also be sourced 
to suit your project.

If you are interested in our products or bespoke services we would love to hear from you!
Please contact the team directly: 

charlotte@charlotte-jade.co.uk
07734 134343

www.charlotte-jade.co.uk
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Wallpaper
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Charlotte Jade Wallpaper is printed by the roll or per m2 on a range of luxury finishes to suit your 
project, including Vinyl, Coated, Matt and many other finishes. Our wallpapers are non woven and 
printed digitally by FSC certified suppliers.



Wall Murals
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Charlotte Jade Wall Murals are printed by the m2 on a range of luxury finishes to suit your project, 
including Vinyl, Coated, Matt and many other finishes. Our Wallpapers are non woven and printed 

digitally by FSC certified suppliers.
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Fabrics
Charlotte Jade fabrics are printed by the metre on a range of luxury fabrics to suit your project and 
specifications, suitable for upholstery and soft furnishings. Charlotte Jade print velvet, linen, cotton 
satin, upholstery twill, waterproof /outside fabrics, and silk all reaching Martindale Rub counts from 
30,000-100,000 rubs. The fabrics are not fire treated unless specifically stated, so please contact the 
team directly to discuss your fire requirements. All fabrics can be treated additionally to meet 
commercial fire standards.



Cushions
Charlotte Jade Cushions are made to order in a range of luxury fabrics and sizes to suit your 

specification and project needs. Cushion covers and inners can be treated to 
commercial fire standards.
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Wall Art 
Wall  Art can be printed in a range of sizes and luxury finishes to suit your project.



Ceramic Tiles
Ceramic tiles are printed in a variety of finishes and tile sizes to suit your 
residential and commercial projects.
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Other Products
Charlotte Jade have a whole range of other home accessories and interior products 
available including Gym Mats, Reusable Coffee Cups, Oven Gloves, Tea Towels, Make Up 
Bags, Tableware and more. If you are interested in any of these products or would like 
further information please do contact the team.
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Animal Illustrations
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Animal Illustrations
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Hand Drawn Illustrations
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Contact Us

Please contact the team if you’re 
interested in Charlotte’s bespoke 
services, would like to place an 
order or discuss a project.

charlotte@charlotte-jade.co.uk
07734 134343

Visit www.charlotte-jade.co.uk
to view the full Charlotte Jade 
collection and to find out more 
about their products and services.

Instagram: @charlottejade_design
Pinterest: CJDESIGNLTD
Facebook: @charlottejadedesign
LinkedIn: Charlotte Jade

Let’s Bring The Outside In!
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